ASP Student Evaluation Form

Presenter: ___________________________  Presentation #: ______________________

Presentation Title: ______________________________________________________________

Award points in each category as warranted and indicate the point total. Maximum score for a truly outstanding presentation is 100 points.

I. COMPORTMENT/PRESENTATION SKILLS—5 POINTS EACH; 20 POINTS TOTAL

Delivery style (reading vs. talking) _____  Voice Quality _____
Delivery Rate/Timing _____  Grammar _____

COMMENTS: ______________________________________________________________________

II. QUALITY OF RESEARCH (AWARD POINTS FOR A OR B)—10 POINTS EACH; 40 POINTS TOTAL

A. EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH  B. DESCRIPTIVE RESEARCH

Statement of objectives _____  Statement of objectives _____
Experimental design _____  Methods _____
Plan & execution _____  Plan & execution _____
Analysis/Conclusions _____  Conclusions _____

COMMENTS: ______________________________________________________________________

III. ORGANIZATION OF PRESENTATION—5 POINTS EACH; 30 POINTS TOTAL

Introduction and purpose _____  Methodology explained _____
Emphasis given to important results _____  Readability _____
Discussion related to other work _____  Graphics _____

COMMENTS: ______________________________________________________________________

IV. EXPERTISE—5 POINTS EACH; 10 POINTS TOTAL

Knowledge of literature _____  Ability to answer questions _____

COMMENTS: ______________________________________________________________________

GENERAL COMMENTS: __________________________________________________________________